Abstract.
Concerning the rational case, in 1976, Somorjai [5] showed a beautiful result that, under (1), R(A) is always dense in C [o,i] . In 1978, Bak and Newman [2] proved that, if {kn} is any sequence of distinct positive real numbers, then R(A) is dense in Cm, i], too. Our recent work [6] showed that R(A) is always dense for any sequence of real numbers {kn} with infinitely many distinct elements. where Ck , k = 1, 2, ... , n -I, are chosen so that 2"Z¡t=í Cke~x'k' is the best approximant to e~x'"' from span{e~xî'}^zl and where Co is chosen so that l|7n||[0,co) = 1 .
By the well-known results in approximation theory, there exists an ordinary polynomial Qn(x) with sufficiently large degree mn > 1 such that In fact, that (9) fails will lead to a contradiction. Because of the definition, Tm,(í) oscillates between ±1 exactly M¡ times on [0,oo). 3 Assume, for 0 < xx < X2 < ■■ ■ < Xm, < oo , TM,(Xj) = e(-iy , e = ±l.
From ( The theorem is completed. G >C.
